
1 Teaching Tips:

 Using A Calculator Efficiently

Find the total cost of fruit given its metric mass or imperial weight  

Interpret a calculator display in the context of money or measures

Find the total food bill & each person’s share after adding a % tip
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Teaching Tips: Using A Calculator Efficiently

We've all been there when a restaurant bill is 

being divided up between friends or colleagues. 

In these days of smart phones this is an 

accurate calculation one diner will instantly rise 

to. But the technology still requires a confident 

operator. This screen gives an interactive model 

of this situation and can be turned into a problem 

solving question should the teacher wish as the 

coloured values within the question can be 

altered and also hidden by pressing on them. So 

for example you may propose if all members of 

this party put exactly £15 on the table, what % tip 

does this represent to the waiter? By increasing 

the tip variable this value can be dynamically 

verified as 44% exactly.

Rounding answers to an appropriate degree of 

accuracy in given units is an essential skill. 

Numerous fruits and their costs are randomly 

generated providing different questions each 

time. A toggle button gives prices in Pounds, 

Dollars, Euros or Rands. Steps in the calculation 

are clearly presented for pupils to follow. Prices 

appear in pounds if greater than £1 or pence if 

less so pupils must decide if their answer needs 

rounding or adjustment. Revealing final costs but 

hiding weights or types of fruit can create 

problem solving questions. A real life context 

using functional maths some pupils may do in 

their heads like market traders swiftly do all day.

A number of activity screens within Trinity Maths 

reproduce the familiar seven segment display 

employed by calculators, digital time displays or 

at a bureau de change. Confidence in the 

successful interpretation of such a display in a 

context can be crucial in problem solving. Marks 

can be easily lost in tests if this is carelessly 

done. The first example clearly illustrates that an 

additional zero must be inserted to identify 9.5 

as £9.50 which is a common error students 

make. The second question requires the third 

decimal to be discarded. Hence 6.875 is 

rounded up to £6.88 to the nearest penny. 



1 Teaching Tips:

 Solve Linear Equations (Foundation)

Find my number for “I think of a number …” using inverse operations, 2-step [ +ve ]

Solve linear equations using function machines & inverse operations, 2-step [ decimal ]

Solve linear equations algebraically by transforming both sides, 2-step [ fraction ]
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All the skills pupils have acquired in previous 

activities can be developed further when faced 

with non-standard linear equations which must 

be solved using formal algebraic methods. This 

one is challenging as rearranging it employs the 

useful transposition approach. The penultimate 

step results in a division with the unknown 

atypically on the right hand side, something 

they'll see more of at Higher level. If you have 

pupils in your class who defiantly claim they can 

solve linear equations without any clear working 

out by "doing it my way, not yours" they may 

begin to revise their firm opinion after having to 

tackle trickier linear equations like this one.

Teaching Tips: Solve Linear Equations (Foundation)

A natural progression reintroduces the familiar 

function machines to construct and hence solve 

equations. Before filling in the blue boxes ask 

pupils to rephrase the equation using an "I think 

of a number..." statement. This time the 

unknown is a decimal which should ensure they 

don't rely on simply guessing the answer but 

solve it by correctly applying inverse operations. 

Once the solution has been found, encourage 

them to plug e back into the blue boxes to 

confirm they're correct. Ultimately pupils will 

have to be able to construct or solve harder 

equations. Many will go on to build formulae into 

spreadsheets or computer code. Activities like 

this get pupils thinking algebraically. 

Such sums familiarity at primary school level 

make this a perfect introduction to equations. 

Some pupils find the answer by guessing a value 

and then adjust it if the initial number fails. The 

working out shown begins to present the 

problem algebraically then demonstrates how to 

undo it using inverse operations. A benefit of 

presenting the sentence and working out side by 

side is it provides a form of differentiation to 

allow a mixed ability class to access the 

essential literacy and numeracy content. The 

teacher can draw out many connections 

between the words, numbers, operations and 

method to consolidate pupils' understanding.



1 Teaching Tips:

 Coordinates & Straight-Line Graphs

Generate coordinates & plot a straight-line graph on ±ve axes
����

Find the gradient, y-intercept & equation of a straight-line graph

Find the equation & point of intersection of 4 straight-line graphs
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Teaching Tips: Coordinates & Straight-Line Graphs

Having previously met function machines, using 

them to assist completing a table of coordinates 

is a logical ploy. User defined values of m and c 

(integer or fractional) give a wide scope for 

exercises and extension work. A natural starting 

point is to find y when x is 1, 2 or 3. The resulting 

linear pattern (y goes up by 3) leads to swift 

completion of the table and eliminates errors. 

Dynamically altering m and c whilst the table is 

revealed can be very enlightening for pupils. The 

next screen completes the process on ±ve (x, y) 

axes. Note just 4 of the 7 generated coordinates 

will be plotted as 3 are off the grid.

On this screen you can display 4 equations of a 

straight-line and their graphs. The gradient 

triangle may be shown to clearly identify the 

slope of each line which may be a ±ve integer or 

fractional. This activity might be used to 

construct a quadrilateral given 4 straight-line 

equations with 4 different points of intersection 

(POI) as its 4 vertices. Here the POI of the red & 

purple lines is given. Pupils could be asked to 

algebraically find or verify the coordinates of this 

POI. Using the 2 toggle buttons [••••] six possible 

different POIs could be displayed. FYI: blue & 

red is (2, 6), blue & green is (3, 7), blue & purple 

is (−14, −10), red & green is (4, 10), green & 

purple is (−⅖, −3⅕).

Once pupils have mastered plotting graphs, 

finding the equation of a line is a natural next 

level task. Again dynamic control of m and c is 

offered along with some other nifty features. 

Although m comes first, the y-axis intercept c is 

easiest to find since it should be apparent to all 

where it cuts the vertical axis. Identifying the 

gradient is often assisted by showing the slope 

triangle. It may be here that your pupils first 

encounter the delta symbol Δy here representing 

"change in y". The slope triangle is annotated 

vertically and horizontally when this is displayed, 

essential if fractional gradients such as when the 

value of m = ¾ are to be investigated.



1 Teaching Tips:

 Solve Problems Using Coordinates

Find a tilted square’s 2 missing vertices & centre C given 2 vertices

Find point of intersection P of the two diagonals of a quadrilateral

Find a point dividing a line joining 2 others in a ratio (4 quadrants)
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Teaching Tips: Solve Problems Using Coordinates

This square has been created using the (x, y) 

coordinates of 2 user defined initial vertices J 

and K. Since shapes are typically labelled 

alphabetically clockwise then there are definitive 

unique positions for the other 2 vertices L and M. 

Identifying them is done by considering 2 lines 

perpendicular to JK of equal side length and 

then joining them up. Knowledge of vectors will 

help here. Centre C of the square is found by 

joining the square's 2 diagonals. Accurate 

construction is rewarded here especially if the 

intersection occurs at a non-lattice point where x 

and y may have decimal or fractional values. 

A fully interactive screen allowing the user to 

move the red or blue points and select one of 15 

different simple ratios. This image shows a 

particularly challenging problem as the final 

values of x and y are both fractional. There are a 

number of steps where pupils may make errors 

such as changing the ratio into fractions, 

subtraction of a negative number or multiplying 

by a fraction. Of course the user may set an 

easier question with integer solutions. Buttons 

control display of all 3 points. The connecting 

line or ratio can be hidden too. This enables the 

skilful teacher to pose a number of different 

problems or ask pupils to make up a solvable 

problem for the rest of the class.

This activity begins with 2 vertices J and K being 

shown on the (x, y) axes. The 3ʳᵈ vertex L is 

given as a pair of (x, y) coordinates which pupils 

must plot accurately. Once these 3 values are 

joined up half of the delta or arrowhead has 

begun to take shape. Line of symmetry JL can 

be added as a dotted blue line. Pupils may find it 

easier to locate the 4ᵗʰ vertex M with line JL 

revealed. KM follows as a dotted green line and 

the point of intersection of these 2 dotted lines 

identifies position P of the centre of the shape 

which in this case lies outside of the 

quadrilateral. This is a peculiarity of deltas due to 

the fact that it has a reflex interior angle. 



1 Teaching Tips:

 Pythagoras’ Theorem

Demonstrate the theorem geometrically by dissection of squares

Find sides of decimal or mixed number right-angled triangles

Find main diagonal d of a cuboid given length �, width w & height h
����
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Teaching Tips: Pythagoras’ Theorem

Many activities within Trinity Maths use a grid for 

a diagram's background which can be 

deselected if required. Useful when scale 

drawing is required but also helps pupils 

replicate on-screen content in their books. 

Pythagoras' theorem questions may have 

integers or decimals or as here 2 sides in 

fractional form. The standard method is 

employed to find blue side r. Since fractions are 

present care must be taken when operating the 

calculator. Powers and roots of fractions require 

careful evaluation therefore it's good practice to 

put brackets around fractional values. Pupils 

may observe this is a 2¾ multiple of primitive 

Pythagorean Triple 3, 4, 5.

Isometric lines and dotty grids are employed 

within Trinity Maths and this paper resource 

remains very useful for many tasks. The 

Pythagoras formula in 3D is as easy to 

remember, use and apply as it is in 2D. 

Hopefully your pupils won't be too disappointed 

that their measurement of the red line on paper 

isn't quite equal to the calculated value, though 

it's pretty close. Isometric paper isn't fully 3D 

accurate. Note: in 2D, when the sides are unit 

length the main diagonal of a square is √2 but in 

3D, when the sides are unit length the main 

diagonal of a cube is √3. This activity can be 

used for investigative purposes to identify 

primitive Pythagorean quadruples e.g. 2, 3, 6, 7 

or 4, 4, 7, 9 or 1, 4, 8, 9 to name just three.

Hi Sir, what are we doing today? Higher tier 

colouring in! Seriously, this is an especially 

engaging introduction to a topic pupils have to 

get if they want a good grade in high school 

Maths. There are numerous geometric 

demonstrations of Pythagoras but this one is 

near fool-proof since it can be accomplished 

using cm² paper, a pencil, a ruler and scissors. 

The vertices of all the shapes connect at easy to 

locate lattice points. The 5 numbered shapes 

don't even need to be rotated to fully cover the 

green square. The activity finishes with the 

theorem in algebraic and numerical form pupils 

have explored in a highly tactile, creative and 

kinaesthetic way.



1 Teaching Tips:

 Solve Problems Using Pythagoras’ Theorem

Find horizontal distance � of a plane from a radar given altitude a
����

Find position P of multiple integer (�, y) points exactly √n from O

Find area A of a circle a rectangle fits exactly given � & w 
���� ����
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Teaching Tips: Solve Problems Using Pythagoras’ Theorem

This exercise is based on locating specific lattice 

points in the first quadrant of (x, y) coordinate 

axes. The radius of the circle can be set from 1 

unit to 12√2 units inclusive. That's 288 different 

values for r. In the example shown √65 is a surd 

in simplified form which results in 4 lattice points 

since 65 can be written in 2 ways as the sum of 

2 different square numbers. Numerical and 

graphical methods will find the coordinates of 4 

lattice points. The image shows them exactly. 

Interestingly many surd values of r such as 5√3 

have no solutions. Why? Because its square 

(5√3)² is 75 which cannot be written as the sum 

of two square numbers a² + b².

This versatile problem solving question 

represents a precise scale drawing of a situation 

where Pythagoras has a real life application. 

Typical c, a, b notation is replaced by d, x, a. 

Values for a and d are defined in ±0.1 km 

increments.  Working out is presented clearly 

and able pupils may only reach for a calculator 

when a final square root is required. The 

rounded answer includes units, a stated degree 

of accuracy and is clearly identified on the scale 

diagram as this calculated value. Integer values 

of d, x, a could be chosen but some decimal 

multiples of Pythagorean Triples also have exact 

solutions e.g. if a = 10.5 km and d = 11.1 km the 

exact value of x = 3.6 km.

It's not immediately apparent how applying 

Pythagoras enables this problem to be solved. 

Initially, neither the right-angled triangle nor the 

outer circle the rectangle fits into is displayed. 

Once added to the diagram a way forward 

presents itself. Discourage your pupils from 

evaluating the value of d as a decimal. For the 

area calculation, d² can be continued with. You 

may ask your pupils to leave the area as an 

exact multiple of π which some exam questions 

ask for. Trinity Maths is unique in dynamically 

allowing teachers to evaluate answers as an 

integer or decimal multiple of π. Evaluating the 

value of the area confirms it's a sensible answer 

since the circle in the diagram appears to occupy 

approximately 100 squares.



1 Teaching Tips:

 Vectors (Foundation)

Write translations of three shapes as column vectors on (�, y) axes
����

Write position vectors to navigate points on a triangular grid 

Draw & evaluate a resultant vector pa + qb by linear combination
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Teaching Tips: Vectors (Foundation)

Pupils can develop their understanding of 

column vectors using a variety of regular and 

irregular shapes on coordinate grids. To enable 

evaluation, a directional vector can be displayed 

joining corresponding vertices on the respective 

shapes. Trinity Maths frequently employs [A-C] 

buttons which give users the opportunity to 

toggle between each possible permutation. 

Other nifty features this activity offers include 

being able to hide the 3 shapes A, B or C. Hence 

given vectors AB, CB and shape A, the question 

could be locate and draw shapes B and C.

Linear combination of multiples of vectors can 

be explored and evaluated in numerical, 

algebraic and geometrical form using this 

activity. You may choose to follow the calculation 

to completion before illustrating the result on the 

grid. Alternatively, pupils may find it more 

enlightening if they answer such problems by 

drawing the red and blue vectors and the purple 

result first before algebraic substitution. The twin 

presentation of the algebraic and geometric 

process will consolidate their understanding. Full 

dynamic control of each variable and vector is 

given making this a highly interactive activity for 

the teacher and their students.

This triangular grid has all 26 letters of the 

alphabet within it. There are 3 unique directions 

shown but only two defined vectors a and b 

which might initially confuse some pupils. Hence 

AB is a good place to start. Since all questions 

will consist of two letters of the alphabet I've 

found it useful to ask pupils what vector 

represents your initials? You may find some 

pupils are equivalent or multiples of each other. 

On the example shown the vector EG is double 

vector AB. Similarly HN is twice vector CD. 

Other questions might highlight that TR is the 

inverse vector of CD. You may teach 2 pupils 

who are the opposite vector of each other.



1 Teaching Tips:

 Circular Geoboards

Two radii bound by a chord of a circle form an isosceles triangle

The angle subtended at centre is twice that at the circumference ➀

The angle between a tangent & chord = angle in alternate segment
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This activity enables teachers to demonstrate 

the alternate segment theorem from the Higher 

tier. The diagram perfectly shows each aspect of 

this theorem this time on a 9-pin geoboard. 

Moving vertex C anti-clockwise alters the 

shape's geometry. As angles ∠CAT and ∠ABC 

increase or decrease by 20° ∠BAC does the 

opposite whilst ∠ACB remains constant. Prompt 

pupils to annotate this diagram with not only the 

measured angles but also the discrete words 

and phrases ‘tangent’, ‘chord’, ‘point of contact’ 

and ‘alternate segment’. This will aid their 

understanding and application of the theorem to 

problem-solving questions in future lessons.

Teaching Tips: Circular Geoboards

Circular geoboards are great for exploring circle 

theorem geometry. Selecting 36 equally spaced 

pins produces angles which will be exact 

multiples of 5° with no rounding errors. This 

activity presents an isosceles triangle as its 

starting point. Separate dynamic control of 

vertices A and B in clockwise or anti-clockwise 

directions is provided or the entire shape can be 

rotated. As A and B are rotated nearer to one 

another ∠AOB reduces and the triangle 

becomes equilateral. The Trinity Maths 

programme provides dynamic geometric 

annotation of such shapes and lines. A powerful 

feature perhaps beyond the scope of any other 

form of dynamic geometry software.

Upon opening this activity, the starting point is 

the familiar delta or arrowhead. Dynamically 

placed tick-marks illustrate two pairs of equal 

sides to show the shape is symmetrical. In other 

configurations as shown opposite on an 18-pin 

geoboard, arrows to indicate parallel sides 

automatically appear since this shape is a non-

isosceles trapezium. Obviously this shape has 

two pairs of allied or co-interior angles, although 

the diagram is showing the reflex conjugate of 

obtuse angle ∠BOC which is 140°. Given the 

circle theorem and only one known angle e.g. 

∠BAC = 110° pupils should be able to deduce 

∠BOC then ∠ACO then ∠ABO.



1 Teaching Tips:

 Scatter Graphs Of Bivariate Data

Describe the type of correlation & relationship shown

Draw a scatter graph & line of best fit for movie box office

Draw a scatter graph & line of best fit for ice cream sales
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Teaching Tips: Scatter Graphs Of Bivariate Data

In this activity we conversely use declining ice 

cream sales (the effect or y) to reverse predict 

the rainfall (the cause or x). A discussion about 

how correlation does not always indicate 

causation may result. The 2 estimated values 

could be found by substituting the given exact 

values of S and R into the formula, requiring 

rearrangement in the case of R if S = 80 kg. 

Hence many mathematical skills can be 

explored and employed across multiple topics 

here. Template axes are available for these 

activities enabling pupils to focus on plotting and 

interpreting their graphs and not waste valuable 

lesson time drawing axes which will typically be 

given to them in any examination.

This engaging real life context will stimulate 

discussion before any maths takes place. All 

steps in the process can be revealed gradually 

including, if you so wish, using the mean to draw 

the line of best fit. Estimation of values by bi-

directional interpolation is broken into horizontal 

and vertical steps. Pupils will be motivated to 

demonstrate skills as accurate as a computer by 

simple paper & pencil methods. Estimating 

values also develops their feel for the process of 

interpolation. The [T=] button gives a line of best 

fit formula which the spreadsheet evaluates 

based on the original 10 randomly generated 

data points. Your pupils' approach using 

graphical methods can approximate this formula. 

This introduction to scatter graphs prompts 

pupils to construct a simple sentence that best 

describes the relationship shown. A computer 

modelled line of best fit can then be shown. 

Since the age and shoe sizes have been 

selected as integer or ½ values, evaluating the 

coordinates of the mean point [●M] can be done 

quickly by pupils by reading the 12 points from 

the graph. You may find you have this average 

pupil in your class who is also age 12½ and 

wears size 4 shoes. This particular context 

results in a moderate positive correlation. 

Pressing the refresh button generates other 

engaging studies with weak, strong, negative or 

indeed no apparent correlation.



1 Teaching Tips:

 Probability Theory

Compare the probability of selecting a square on 3 different grids

Solve fraction problems using the total probability of outcomes is 1

Calculate probabilities of events involving balls, shapes or № cards
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Teaching Tips: Probability Theory

This activity models a game where the card with 

the greater proportion of colour is the one which 

wins. Before performing any maths, ask the 

pupils to immediately choose which of the 3 

cards appears to have the greater proportion of  

coloured cells. This simple inspection is usually 

found to be the winner. Subsequent calculations 

verify that choice emphasising how making 

mathematical decisions can sometimes be 

swiftly accomplished by visual inspection. All 3 

initial fractions can be simplified here though in 

some cases they won't. Decimal equivalents 

enable a final comparison with a, b, c shown as 

both letters and arrows placed on a number line.

The first of these questions has a greater than 

symbol > which even at primary school, pupils 

need to become familiar with. In this case the 

greater than symbol means of the 4 blue cards 

only 1 satisfies the condition. The bag question 

equals ½ though the balls asymmetrical 

arrangement may mean it's not immediately 

obvious to pupils you have an even chance of 

selecting a red ball at random. Colour and shape 

is employed for probability c indicating a card 

must be green and an X to be selected. 

Representing a, b, c with arrows may be done 

approximately with a sketch or perhaps insist a 

10 cm line is accurately drawn and fractions of it 

found and arrows then drawn for a = 2.5 cm and 

b = 5 cm and c = 4 cm. 

Complementary probabilities are shown visually 

and numerically in this task which allows the 

teacher to create values with 1, 2 or 3 decimal 

places. Accurate evaluation and plotting of each 

complement on the number line when values are 

not multiples of 0.1 may challenge some pupils 

especially if these values have zeroes in them 

which can fox some pupils who overlook their 

place value significance. As an exercise in "awe 

& wonder" it's quite profound to observe 

numerically and visually as one value increases 

in value the complement of it decreases. So as 

one value approaches 0.5 from the left the other 

one approaches 0.5 from the right until they 

cross to become equivalent. 


